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ABSTRACT

Long-standing problems of uncertainty assignment to scientific data came into sharp focus in
recent years when uncertainty information ("covariance files") had to be added to applications-
oriented large libraries of evaluated nuclear data such as ENDF and JEF. Questions arose about
the best way to express uncertainties, the meaning of statistical and systematic errors, the origin
of correlations and the construction of covariance matrices, the combination of uncertain data
from different sources, the general usefulness of results that are strictly valid only for Gaussians
or only for linear statistical models, etc. Conventional statistical theory is often unable to give
unambiguous answers, and tends to fail when statistics is bad so that prior information becomes
crucial. Modern probability theory, on the other hand, incorporating decision-, information-, and
group-theoretic results, is shown to provide straight and unique answers to such questions, and to
deal easily with prior information and small samples.

1. Uncertainty Information and Probability Theory

Two experimentalists who measure the same quantity never come up with exactly the same value.
There are always small uncontrollable experimental errors, instruments are less than perfect, and
the standards used to calibrate them are not accurately known. If we have no reason to think
otherwise, we must assign equal probabilities to the alternatives "datum too low" and "datum
too high". For two independent measurements the four alternatives low-low, low-high, high-low,
high-high are then equally likely, which shows that two measured values bracket the true value
with a probability of only 1/2. Even after a third measurement the probability is still 1/4 that
the measured values are all lower or all higher than the true one. Users of scientific data can
therefore be sure of one thing: The figures in their tables and computer files differ from the true
values. The question is by how much. The question is serious where life, health and property are at
stake. Uncertain data necessitate costly safety margins in medicine or in the chemical, automotive,
aerospace, and nuclear industries, etc.

Clearly, the data themselves are not enough. One needs also their quantitative uncertainties.
The first example of data evaluation in the modern sense, the set of recommended fundamental
physical constants (speed of light, electron charge, Planck's quantum of action, etc.), started by
Dunnington in 1939 and updated regularly by DuMond, Cohen and collaborators, has always con-
tained uncertainty estimates in the form of root-mean-squaie errors. More recently, data evaluators
compiling and updating the extensive computer libraries of recommended nuclear data have begun
to include "covariance files" with information about uncertainties and correlations, in response to
user requests mainly from basic and applied nuclear fission and fusion research, astrophysics and
radiotherapy.
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Th" weights given by an evaluator to data from different sources depend on the uncertain-
ties. Data combination, for instance by least-squares adjustment, involves propagation of all input
uncertainties to uncertainties of the final recommended values. Uncertainty assignment and data
evaluation are thus intertwined. Both require reasoning from incomplete information, hence prob-
ability theory. Now it is perhaps fair to say that at present most practitioners rely on a few more
or less plausible recipes about counting statistics, first-order error propagation, least-squares ad-
justment and chi-square tests. They learnt them during laboratory courses and on the job, finding
most books on probability theory geared more to the needs of statisticians interested in trends and
correlations in large "random" samples of economic, biological, medical etc. data, than to their
own task of extracting "best" values and their uncertainties from often sparse, incomplete, always
error-afflicted and sometimes discrepant experimental data. Moreover, most of the literature is full
of intimidating statistical and set-theoretic jargon and of stern warnings against Bayes' theorem
with its dangerous prior probabilities, and affected by an overly restrictive definition of probabilities
as relative frequencies. Fortunately, recent progress in probability theory has led to considerable
simplification, and removed many of the old conceptual difficulties (see Jaynes 1983). Thus there
is not much excuse any more for uncertainty estimation by means of little-understood if handy
recipes and more or less educated guesswork.

2. The Fundamental Sum and Product Rules for Probabilities

Probability theory unfolds from the familiar sum and product rules

P(A\C) + P(A\C) = 1, (1)

P(AB\C) = P{A\BC)P(B\C) = P(B\AC) P{A\C), (2)

where A, B and C represent propositions such as "the coin shows head" or "the cross section
is larger than 210 b", AB means "both A and B are true", A means "A is false", and P(A\C)
denotes the probability of A given C. Our notation indicates that all probability assignments are
conditional, based on either empirical or theoretical information or on assumptions. The two forms
of the product rule reflect the symmetry AB = BA. Following J. Bernoulli and Laplace we interpret
probabilities as degrees of rational expectation on a numerical scale ranging from 0 (impossibility)
to 1 (certainty).

The interpretation of the P as degrees of plausibility has been criticised by statisticians who
insisted that by probability one must mean only "relative frequency in a random experiment" such
as coin tossing, in the limit of very many repetitions. They argued that physical constants are not
random variables that assume given values with certain frequencies, so it is meaningless to talk
about their probability distributions. This viewpoint is too narrow. It would not permit us to say
that, according to experiment, a physical constant has a certain probability to lie between given
limits. Now the task to estimate values of half-lives or reaction cross sections from a given set
of error-affected and incomplete data is not a random trial that can be repeated at will but an
exercise in inductive logic (reasoning in the face of uncertainty). Therefore the Bernoulli-Laplace
probability concept looks appropriate for data evaluation.

All doubts were dispelled by R.T. Cox (1946). He proved that any consistent scheme of logical
inference must be equivalent to probability theory as derived from the basic sum and product rules,
with probabilities interpreted as degrees of plausibility. To prove this he demonstrated that the most
general consistency conditions can be cast in the form of two functional equations whose solutions
are just the sum and product rules. E. Schrodinger (1947), discoverer of the fundamental wave
equation of quantum mechanics, arrived independently at the same conclusions. Since then two
things ought to be clear: (i) Probabilities are not frequencies. They can be applied equally well to
nonrepetitive situations as to repeated trials, (ii) Allegedly superior schemes of logical inference,
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such as Fuzzy Logic or Artificial Intelligence, are equivalent to probability theory at best - if not,
they must be inconsistent. '

3. Bayes' theorem, the Rule for Updating

Bayes' theorem in its simplest form, P(A\BC) = P(B\AC) P(A[C)/P(B\C), is an immediate
consequence of the two forms of the product rule. The usual situation is that we have data B
which depend on the value of an unknown physical quantity A and on other circumstances C. If
we have a statistical model, represented by the so-called likelihood function P{B\AC), and also
an a-priori probability ("prior" for short) P(A\C), then the updated or a-posteriori probability
("posterior") P(A\BC) is proportional to the product P(B\AC) P(A\C). The prior summarises
what we knew before the data became available, the likelihood conveys the impact of the data,
and the posterior contains the complete information available for further inference and prediction.
Laplace gave the generalisation to several distinct, mutually exclusive alternatives Av,

)
C)' " - I , * . - * , (3)

normalised to unity as demanded by the sum rule. In this form Bayes' theorem can be considered
as the cornerstone of data evaluation and adjustment, telling us how prior knowledge (a data file)
is to be updated with new evidence (new data). Examples will be given in Sections 8 and 9 below.

4. Probabilities and Relative Frequencies

Although probabilities are not relative frequencies, the two must be closely related. We can find
out how by considering n measurements of some quantity x. Let us label the measurements (trials)
by Jt (= 1,2,... ,n), the possible results xv by v (= 1,2,..., TV), and the result of the fc-th trial by
i>t. Assume that the probabilities P(v\,..., vn) for all N" possible outcomes of re trials are given,
and properly normalised with

£ $ > . , * , . ) = 1. (4)

The relative frequency with which the result v occurs within the sequence {fi, . . . ,f r t} is

/" = ̂ Z)W (5)

Without measurements we can estimate /„ and its uncertainty from the expectation values

= K»), (6)

where P(kv) is the probability that the Jt-th trial yields v and P(j(i,kv) the joint probability that
the j-th trial yields p. and the ifc-th trial v. Expectation values are denoted by angular brackets,
averages over trials by overbars. We recognise that relative frequencies are not probabilities but
their expectation values are numerically equal to probabilities. Now in the special case j = k one
has P(kfj,,kv) = S,iVP(kv). Therefore we can write the covariances of the estimated ftequencies
(/,}as

( U ) + (1 - - X l * . - VPP.) (8)n
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where we introduced the abbreviations

_ 1 \-» . - 1 v~-> ̂ - .
n *—' ' '"' n(n - 1) ^~* ̂ —'

We note that the variances (ft — v) do not vanish in the limit of very many trials unless p,,r —
PfiPu'- The Central Limit Theorem is valid only for completely independent trials. For correlated
trials, pliv -fi p,,p,., the covariances cannot become smaller than pllt, - pt,py, which means that any
correlation puts an irreducible limit to the accuracy with which frequencies can be estimated from
probabilities, even for very "good statistics" (n —» oo).

5. Uncorrelated and correlated errors

Let us now apply the relationship between frequencies and probabilities to the measured quantity
i . Each measurement yields one of the A' possible values x,, (discretised by the electronics, say, and
differing from the true value because of errors). From observed frequencies /„ for the values xv one
gets the sample mean x = ^£,vfvxv. Without observations one can estimate x and its uncertainty
from the expectation values

With the expressions for (/^) and (/M/v) from the previous section one finds the estimate

(^} - (x)2 - -«*2> - (z}2) + (1 - -)((x,x) - (xf), (14)

where

{*) = J^Pv*" ' (15) {**)=*£,PyXl, (16) {X,X) =Y,P****** (I?)

are expectation values for single measurements and for pairs of distinct measurements, respectively
(with YLV P" = 1>S,,.,/JV" = !)• Thus the variance of the sample average is the sum of two vari-
ances, one from uncorrelated ("statistical") errors and another one from correlated ("systematic1')
errors. Correlations are usually due to common errors, as we shall see, such as errors in standard
cross sections used for normalisation. It is often doubted whether one may simply add statistical
and systematic standard errors in quadrature to get the total standard error but our derivation
shows that this is, in fact, the correct procedure.

In the special case that all n measurements are equivalent the probabilities P(kv), P(jfi,kv)
must be the same for all j and k: P(kt/) — pv, P(jn, kv) = pMV for j £ k. For independent trials
(no common "systematic" errors) one has then p^ = p^Pt, and

var x = — vat z —> 0 for n —» oo. (18)
n 'n

For complete dependence (only common "systematic" errors) the result xv of the first trial implies
the same value for all following trials, p/,,, = 6(,vpv, and one has

vai x — vat x , (19)

which means the uncertainty after any number n of trials is equal to the uncertainty about the first
trial (n - 1).
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6. Decision Theory: How to Recommend Values and Uncertainties

One might ask why we use the mean and the variance of probability distributions as estimates of
frequencies and other data and of their accuracy. The justification is provided by decision theory,
founded by A. Wald in the late 'forties, where it is argued that there is always a disadvantage or
penalty for bad estimates i , describable by a loss function that vanishes at the true value x and
is positive elsewhere. Near the true value any reasonably smooth loss function can be taken as
proportional to the squared error, (i — z)2, since its Taylor expansion about zero error begins with
the quadratic term. In this approximation, given probabilities pv for the various alternatives v, the
expected loss is minimised,

^ p , , ( z -xv)
2 = mm, (20)

V

if one recommends z = (z). This makes the expected squared error minimal and equal to the
variance, and justifies our estimates: Under quadratic loss the mean and the square root of the
variance (also called root-mean-square error or standard error) are the optimal estimates of the
(always unknown) true value and of its uncertainty. These are therefore the numerical values to
be given by experimentalists in their documentation, or to be put into data files by evaluators -
rather than modes, medians or other "estimators" and associated "confidence intervals" suggested
in the older literature.

7. Group Theory: Use of Invariances for Probability Assignment

The basic sum and product rules tell us how probabilities are related to each other, but not how
we can assign them numerical values. In the first paragraph of Section 1 we used the Principle
of Insufficient Reason (often ascribed to Laplace but already used by J. Bernoulli) when we as-
signed equal probabilities to discrete alternatives. For continuous alternatives, with infinitesimal
probabilities p(x)dx, this is problematic since a uniform distribution, describing equal probabilities,
becomes nonuniform under substitution of variables. If we have to estimate the decay constant A of
some radionuclide, ought we to take all decay constants as equally probable a priori, p(\)d\ oc dX,
or all mean lives r = I/A, in which case the prior would be p(r)dr oc dr oc dX/X2?

For more than a century this seeming arbitrariness about priors for continuous variates has led
most statisticians to avoid and even attack Bayes' theorem and to seek alternatives that circumvent
priors. A few others, mostly physicists, comparing this with attempts to do arithmetic without
zero, tried to overcome the difficulty in a more constructive way. A breakthrough was achieved
by E.T. Jaynes (1968). He demonstrated that for the practically most important cases the in-
variance properties of the problem uniquely determine the "noninformative" prior that describes
total ignorance about numerical values. If a location parameter is to be estimated, for instance the
centre fi of a Gaussian, the form of the prior must be invariant under an arbitrary shift of location,
p(/i)dii — p(fi 4- c)d(fi + c). Otherwise some locations would be preferred to others, contrary to the
assumption of total ignorance. The functional equation is satisfied by the uniform distribution

p{/i)dn oc dfi, - O O < / J < O O . (21)

For a scale parameter, for instance the standard deviation a of a Gaussian, one expects invariance
under rescaling, p(a)dff = p(ccr)d(ca). This functional equation is solved by the prior proposed by
Jeffreys (1939) for inherently positive variates,

p(a)dcr oc — , 0 < a < oo. (22)

For Bernoulli trials with probability of success 6 Jaynes found, from the required invariance under
change of knowledge, the prior surmised by Haldane (see Jeffreys 1939)
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if 0 = 0 (only failures) and 9 — 1 (only successes) cannot be excluded, but the uniform prior
•p(9)d9 = d9 (the "Bayes-Laplace rule") if the trials are known to be truly binary, 0 < & < 1.

The non-normalisabiltty of these priors is sometimes criticised, and they are called improper.
Now one may consider them as limits of normalisable broad distributions, on a linear (dfi) and on a
logarithmic (do-jo = dlna) scale etc., just as Dirac's delta function is the limit of extremely narrow,
normalisable distributions. Mathematical difficulties do not arise for those who keep in mind
that the "noninformative" priori and the "most informative" delta function are just convenient
shorthand notations for distributions that are extremely broad or extremely narrow compared to the
distributions with which they are convolved. (Jeffreys' prior will be used in Section 9 below, for
further applications of improper priors see Frohner 1986, 1993.)

8. Information Theory: Probability Assignment by Entropy Maximisation

Jaynes has also shown how global numerical information about probability distributions can be
utilised. He recognised that entropy maximisation, employed by J.W. Gibbs in his axiomatic
approach to statistical mechanics, is a powerful logical tool applicable to all kinds of probabilistic
problems. This insight became possible after C.E. Shannon had established information theory and
proved that the missing information implied by a probability distribution is given by its information
entropy, S = - YlvP" 'BPv F°r continuous distributions with probability density p(x) one must
take (Jaynes 1968)

Ji»M' (24)
where m(x) is a prior density ensuring form in variance under change of variable. Let us now assume
that we do not know p(x) but the (possibly noninformative) prior m(x) and "macroscopic" data in
the form of expectation values for known functions Ft(x),

(Ft) = jdxp(x)Fk{x), 4 = 1,2, . - .* . (25)

What probability density p(x) satisfies these constraints without implying any other, spurious
information or hidden assumptions? The answer is provided by the Principle of Maximum Entropy:
If we want compatibility with given information, but minimal information content otherwise, we
must choose p(x) such that the information entropy it maximised subject to the constraints. This
variational problem is readily solved by the method of Lagrange multipliers. The result is

with Z = Jdxm{x)aV^-^XkFt(x)). (25)

The Lagrange multipliers At must be found from the constraints (25) or from the equivalent equa-
tions

{Ft)=--J^lnZ, k = l,2,...K. (26)

Evaluators are mainly confronted with data reported in the form (x) ± Ax. As our notation
indicates, these figures ought to be interpreted as best estimates undet quadratic loss, with Ax —
^/var x. Thus the first and second moments, (x) and (x2) = {Ax)2 + {x)2, are known, fot which
the maximum entropy algorithm yields p(x) oc exp(-AiX — A2Z2) as the most objective probability
density for further inference. Obviously this is the Gaussian
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Similarly, if measurements of several quantities x} are reported as "best" values {XJ) with covariance
matrix elements C3t = {(ij - {xj))(xt ~ (zt))} = Ct}, the maximum entropy algorithm yields the
multivariate Gaussian

p(x\(x),C)d{x) = \ e x p [ - i ( x - ( x ) ) t c - 1 ( x - ( x ) ) | d(x), -oo < x},< oo , (28)
yuet (2TO) ' * J

where x is the data vector with coordinates x}, C the covariance matrix with elements Cjk, d(x) —
n dXj the volume element in the data space, and the dagger denotes transposition. If only the
Aij are reported, without information about correlations, the maximum entropy algorithm yields
automatically the expected diagonal matrix with Cjj = (AXJ)2.

Gaussian distributions are often considered appropriate only if many independent "random"
errors act together so that the Central Limit Theorem is applicable, or they are invoked for mere
convenience, with stern warnings about the consequences if the true distribution is not Gaussian.
The Maximum Entropy Principle cannot eliminate those consequences but it reassures the data
user who is given only best values and their (co)variances that the corresponding Gaussian is his
best choice for all further inference, whatever the true distribution may happen to be. This is valid
for -oo < x < oo but can also be used for 0 < x < oo after introduction of a logarithmic scale
(i. e. lognormal distributions). Another myth is that systematic errors are to be described by
rectangular probability distributions. If we do not know their sign but have at least a vague idea
about their possible magnitude (from the state of the art, for instance), the Maximum Entropy
Principle tells us to use a Gaussian with zero mean and a width corresponding to that magnitude,
rather than a rectangular distribution.

9. Example: Count Rate Determination with Timing Uncertainty

Let us assume that a constant count rate A is to be determined from n events counted during the
recording time t. The appropriate statistical model, Poisson statistics, tells us that the likelihood
of n events, given A and t, is P(n\X, t) = e~Xt(Xt)n fni. As A multiplies all times it is a scale
parameter, with prior p(X)d\ oc <ZA/A(oc dr/r with T = I/A). The posterior, correctly normalised
with T(n) = (n - 1)!, is the gamma distribution

p(X\n,t)dX = T(n)-1e->Ll(Xt)n-hdX, 0 < A < o o , (29)

with mean (A) = n/t. For the relative uncertainty one gets AA/(A) = l/i/n, the familiar rule
for statistical standard errors. Now assume that the timing is slightly uncertain, with {<) ± Ai
given instead of t. The Maximum Entropy Principle tells us to assume a lognormal distribution of
possible t values but it is mathematically more convenient, and for small timing uncertainty not
very different, to take the ("conjugate") gamma distribution with mean (t) and standard error At,

p(t\{t), At)dt = T{m)-1e-at(at)m-1adt, 0 < t < oo, (30)

where a = (t)/(A<)2 and m = ({t)/At)2. From the product rule we get the joint probability of A
and t, whence integration over all possible t yields a beta distribution,

P(X\n,(t},At)dX = dX Pp(X\n,t)p(t\(t),At)dt
Jo

= B{n,m)-1xn-1(l + x)-"-mdx, 0 < x = X(At)2/{t) < oo , (31)

normalised with the beta function B(n,m) = T(n)T(n)/T(m + n). For the mean and the relative
standard error one gets now

w = ~(t) 1 - (At/{t))2
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valid for n > 1, i. e. even for bad statistics. For good statistics and small timing uncertainty one
has AA/{A) ~ \'\/n + (&</(<) )2 as expected from the familiar rules for error propagation in linear
approximation. We see again that equal treatment of statistical and systematic errors is perfectly
legitimate.

10. Covariance Matrices and Least Squares

Let us now assume that observables (responses, integral data) y3 depend on parameters (input
quantities, group constants) x^ according to some theoretical model y(x). Prior estimates or
previous measurements £ with covariance matrix A imply a Gaussian maximum-entropy prior.
Similarly, new data on the observables, reported in the form »j, B, imply a Gaussian maximum-
entropy likelihood. The posterior is proportional to the product of these two Gaussians,

x). (34)

Introducing the hypervectors z(x) = {x, y(x)} and £ = {£,»)}, and the associated covariance
matrix C = {6£S£i} with 5£ = £ - z, we can write more concisely

] (35)

This is a Gaussian again if the model y(x) is linear. It is then easy to read off the posterior mean
vector (x) and the covariance matrix {Sx6x'). If the model is nonlinear one must either integrate
numerically (by Monte Carlo if necessary) or employ the method of steepest descent (saddle point
integration) which means that the posterior is replaced by a Gaussian with the same maximum and
the same curvatures at maximum, so that the approximation is best in the domain that contributes
most to the integrals: Taylor expansion of the exponent in Eq. 35 around the maximum, x = x,
and truncation after the bilinear term,

Q(x) = (C - z ( x ) ) t c - 1 « - z(x)) ~ <?(x) + (x - x)t A'- J(x - x) , (36)

shows that (x) ~ x, (6x#x') ~ A', the approximations becoming exact for linear models. The
maximum is attained for Q{i) = min, or

^V<?Ui = ° = S(x)tC-1« - »(*)), (37)

where VM ~ d/dx^, and S is the rectangular matrix of sensitivity coefficients 5,,, = dzi/dx,,. One
can solve this system of "normal" equations for instance by Newton-Raphson iteration starting
from x ~ £ (see e. g. Frohner 1986). The posterior covariance matrix A' is then obtained from

j ^ ^ (38)

One can also work with relative errors, (C;-2;)/C;> relative covariances, {S(iS(j}/(d(j), and relative
sensitivity coefficients, S^/h. The replacement

C - z -> D(C - z), C-* DCD, S -• DS with A> = kjKi, (39)

leaves the equations invariant since the diagonal matrices D are canceled everywhere by their
inverses. Relative (percentage) errors and sensitivities are more easily grasped, remembered and
compared than absolute ones, especially for physically distinct paiameter and data types.
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Wi'hout correlations or in the principal-axes system (C diagonal) the quadratic form Q(x) is
just a sum of squares, so we recognise the condition Q[\) ~ min as the least squares principle,
generalised to nonuniform priors and nonlinear models. (The most general form admits correlations
even between prior estimates and new data.) Thus generalised least squares is essentially Bayesian
pti"LS')!eter estimation under quadratic loss m saddle point approximation, Jor the important case
that only best values and covariance matrices are given (which implies Gaussian maximum-entropy
distributions). A separate least-squares principle is not needed.

11. Construction of Covariance Matrices

In case reported data ^ were obtained from raw count rates a} by application of common corrections
h,r,... the total errors are Sfy = {rij)-ri} - {d-n} Ida^ba, •+ (dr]} j db)6b + (di)j /dc)bc ) . . . , where the
derivatives are to be calculated with the estimates (o_,), (6),.... (The unknown errors 6i]Jt 6b etc.
an- not to be confused with the estimated standard or root-mean-square errors A^, A6 etc.) The
statistical errors, 6a}> are always uncorrelated with all other errors, and usually the common errors,
<5A, r r , . . . are mutually uncorrelated, too, so that the covariances between all error components
vanish, \6aj6at) - \6ajbb) — (ibSc) — ... — 0. The overall covariance matrix elements depend
then only on mean-square errors (variances) and on sensitivity coefficients (partial derivatives),

It is seen that the correlations are caused by common errors, and that for the construction of
covariance matrices the evaluator needs adequate documentation, viz. (i) (root)-mean-square errors
for the various error components, (ii) information about the data reduction so that he can calculate
the sensitivity coefficients. If he is told that the data reduction involved subtraction of a common
background b and multiplication by a calibration factor c, i. e. that the data reduction recipe is
f/j -- (a} - b)c, he can easily calculate {SrjjSrjt) ~ [tf,t(A.a,)a + (AA)2 -f Tijt}t{Ac)2]c2. Thus it is
essential that measurers reporting data state clearly and in sufficient detail the various statistical
and systematic error components and the standards employed, whereas they need not worry about
correlations because evaluators can construct them as explained. This should not be misunderstood
as meaning that covariances are unimportant. The uncertainty of any function F of the data r)},
for example a criticality calculated from group constants, is given in linear approximation by the
square root AF of

Again the covariance matrix and appropriate sensitivity coefficients are needed. It has appeared
repeatedly in the past as if nuclear data were not accurate enough when correlations were ignored.
When they were taken into account the accuracy was quite acceptable, due to negative terms
in the double sum from anticorrelated (compensating) errors. The importance of covariances in
least-squares adjustment has been explained already.

12. Problems with Nonlinearities

Considerable confusion has arisen recently for some who were blissfully unaware of the effects of
nonlinearities in error propagation ("Peelle's Pertinent Puzzle", cf. Smith 1991). The covariance
formalism is exact only if the reduced (or integral) data depend linearly on the raw (or microscopic)
data, as for -q} — a3—b (background subraction). For the nonlinear dependence ??; = o3c (calibration
of ratio measurements) one gets Sijj = cba} + a.j6c + iaj6c, but the last term is neglected when
the covariance matrix for the reduced data t\} is constructed. This results in different estimates
(and different maximum entropy distributions) for the same derived quantity, F say, depending on
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whether the raw data with their uncertainties or the reduced data and their covariance mattix aie
the input. It can be shown that the differences are large if common errors ate large and consistency
doubtful (if the scatter of the raw data exceeds estimated standard errors). The obvious remedy
in our calibration example is introduction of logarithmic variates, In n} — In a, + In c, and of the
corresponding relative errors, which linearises the problem and practically eliminates the differences.

We emphasise that the covariance formalism, and hence the least-squares approach to data
adjustment and model fitting, is exact only for linear problems and models but not in general.
Therefore experienced evaluators go back to raw data when they combine data measured relative
to some standard: The ratio data are averaged with the common calibration "undone", then the
average is recalibrated with the best available standard, and finally other absolute data are included.
This strategy was, for instance, adopted for the ENDP/B-VI (=JEF-2) evaluation of the standard
cross sections. Bayes' theorem is the natural tool for stepwise inclusion of data, the posterior from
one step becoming the prior for the next step (see e.g. Larson and Perey 1980, Frohner 1986).

13. Concluding Remarks

This brief review tries to make evaluators and data users aware of how modern probability theory
has advanced and simplified the treatment of data uncertainties, in particular utilisation of prior
information, probability assignment, and handling of systematic errors - areas where conventional
statistics has not much to offer. There has also been progress in the treatment of discrepant data
and goodness-of-fit testing (cf. e. g. Jaynes I 'M, FrShner 1993).
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